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ARNHOLD POSTER TIPS 

 
TYPES OF POSTERS: 
- “Cut and Paste” on Foam Core or Poster Board 
-  Computer presentation: consult with Lizzie ASAP. 
-  Digitally designed and printed poster: 

Use Microsoft PowerPoint, LibreOffice Impress, Adobe InDesign, or Scribus to design your 
entire poster.  Set the page size to 36” wide and 24” tall. Add all of your content, then output as 
a PDF. 
You can get your poster printed on campus at ITST or CNSI (see links below).  Make sure you 
call about how much notice they need in advance.  They will help you print and charge you 
(around $40).  You may need to pay via check or cash.   
 
ITST Esmerelda: http://www.itst.ucsb.edu/PosterPrinterEsmeralda.html 
CNSI Large Format Poster Printer: http://www.cnsi.ucsb.edu/admin/computing/printer/ 
 

INFORMATION POTENTIALLY TO BE INCLUDED: 
-Title: potential paper title 
-Name 
-Key primary and secondary texts 
-Driving Questions 
-Significance/Stakes 
-Quotes, film stills, screen caps, frames (graphic novels): a couple to ground your broader discussion 
 
The significance of your project can be thought of as its stakes or “so what” component.  
What knowledge are you contributing to your research field (ex. cultural studies, feminist studies, etc.)? 
Does your work shed new light on key concepts or texts within this field (ex. does it interrogate the 
boundaries of genre?)? Why should other scholars be interested? Why are these questions worth 
asking? What scholars are you in conversation with? How have other scholars approached the same 
concerns and questions? 
 
SOME VISUAL ELEMENTS TO CONSIDER: 
- Photos/Paintings/Copies of manuscripts  
-Maps (if your project emphasizes spatial relationships) 
-Graphs or Charts (if your research includes quantitative information that you can visualize) 
-Diagrams (to illustrate relationships, concepts, etc.) 
-Network Diagrams (to chart complex relationships) 
-Timelines (if you are mapping a genealogy or establishing a historical narrative) 
 
-Less is More: Minimize text by omitting needless words and using simple sentence structures.  
-Consistent Format: use consistent styles throughout – all headings should be same font and size and 
 all explanatory text should be same font and size. People will be reading from several feet 
 away, so keep the font large. 

-Create a Narrative: Place the different elements so that they flow in a coherent and logical manner, 
 and reinforce the narrative that you will be using to articulate your project. Lizzie Allen 
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Careers after the English Major 
 
 
-Resist the taylorization of the job market:  You’re not training for a specific job as much as 
 multiple career paths. You have gained a skill set rather than trained/prepared for a 
 specific career. 
- Marketing yourself: How you market yourself will play a large role in determining what jobs 
 you are “qualified for.”   
 -You will have to educate future employers about what skills you have acquired with your 
 background in the humanities, and how these are relevant to the job at hand. 
 
List:  What skills do you cultivate as an English major? 
 
Potential Careers: 

1. Professional writing: copywriter, technical/grant writer, journalism, publishing. 
2. Publicity and social media: publicity relations specialist, social media management 
3. Marketing research and consulting (tech sector, entertainment, educational tools) 
4. Education: K-12, M.A. community college 
5. Entertainment Industry 
6. Law and other professions like business or medicine. 
7. Human resources/ administration 
8. Fine Arts/architecture/ theater/playwriting/creative writing 

Shaping a C.V. or Resume 
-When you figure out what are the most valuable skills in that field, tailor your C.V. so it  emphasizes 
these.  The C.V. should reflect your unique, coherent narrative. 
   
Tips for utilizing LinkedIn to explore/make inroads on a career: 
 - Create a “target list” of companies you are interested in and follow them:  
  -What skills are valued by this company? What areas do they have a need in? 
  -Get a sense of whether the company is a fit for you. 
 - Look at company employees for potential introductions.  
  -Point of common interest (major, college, mutual friend). 
  -Request an informational meeting: how can I make myself a competitive   
  candidate?  
 -Use your network to its fullest potential: 
  -Go back to the Advanced Search page and conduct a search using just your target 
  company’s name as a search term.  
  -Who in your network is connected to that company, and how?  
 -Don’t treat your profile as an online C.V.: distinguish yourself! 
  -Take advantage of the features to highlight your interests/work/ research/   
   presentations, i.e. what makes you unique and well-rounded individual. 
    
 
 


